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Background
One of the authors, Borna Izadpanah, is a researcher into the history of Arabic script printing and typography. The other author, Roozbeh Pournader, “discovered” the character proposed here in a presentation given by Borna Izadpanah at ISType 2019. Further research led to finding several more examples of the proposed character.

So far, this character has been observed in several of the publications by the first printing press in Tehran, known as Chap-e Mo’tamedi or Mo’tamedi Imprint, established in 1820s. The metal types with which these publications were printed were most likely designed in Iran by Iranians. These types were based on the Persian flavor of the Naskh style. Encoding the character would help in the digitization efforts of early Persian movable type printing in Iran.

Proposal
Encode the following character in the Unicode Standard:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glyph</th>
<th>Codepoint</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image" alt="Vertical Tail" /></td>
<td>088E</td>
<td>ARABIC VERTICAL TAIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed character properties follow:

**UnicodeData.txt**
088E; ARABIC VERTICAL TAIL;Lo;0;AL;;;N;;;

**ArabicShaping.txt**
088E; VERTICAL TAIL; R; VERTICAL TAIL

All other properties should be similar to U+08AC ARABIC LETTER ROHINGYA YEH.
Suggestion for NamesLists.txt

088E  ARABIC VERTICAL TAIL
* Used an abbreviation marker in early Persian movable type printing in Iran; only observed in final form

Analysis
The character is similar in function to an abbreviation period in English. It denotes that the rest of the word or phrase is missing, and that the reader is expected to figure out the missing part from the context. In the examples of usage provided, we have mentioned the full phrase in the captions.

This abbreviation marker should predate Persian typography, since it also exists in modern Urdu honorifics which don’t seem to have a clear relation to early Persian typography. The Urdu honorifics have moved above the baseline though, as can be seen in already encoded characters such as U+0611 ARABIC SIGN ALAYHE ASSALLAM, seen here in a sample from L2/01-426:

We expect that over time, more examples of the proposed character will be found, including inline usage in older Urdu texts.

Note the visible tooth after the ain in the sample above, which signifies that this is not a cut isolated ain (or another kind of modified ain), but an initial ain followed by the abbreviation marker. This is in contrast with the cut ain seen in the Urdu equivalent of Anno Domini, which looks like a hamza to the untrained eye, but is indeed a cut isolated ain, short for عیسوی ("of Jesus"). Here’s an example from The Unicode Standard, Version 13.0, page 372, Figure 9-6:

The proposed character has some similarity with U+FE73 ARABIC TAIL FRAGMENT (see L2/01-095). But that character came from legacy character sets that did not have automatic
shaping and is only expected to occur next to other presentation forms that don’t have automatic shaping either. Our proposed character should instead be encoded as a normal shaping character, so that it can come after normal Arabic letters and affect their shapes.

We consider the character proposed here to be a separate character with clear semantic and orthographic distinctions and not a modification of the letter before it. We believe it is a letter-like shaping character which has been used productively in combinations with other letters.

Theoretically, instead of one character, more characters could be encoded: a sad followed by a tail, an ain followed by a tail, etc. But considering that:

1. The proposed character is a separate piece of writing (and a separate piece of type, as can be seen in Figure 5) with no semantic relation to its previous letter except for happening to occur after it; and
2. We expect examples of the character to be found after other letters, such as after dad (as used in U+0613 ARABIC SIGN RADI ALLAHOU ANHU), and we don’t want to turn this into a “Where’s Waldo?” chase across hard-to-find early Persian books and manuscripts, with proposal after proposal to come when we find new examples;

We think it serves the Unicode Standard better if it is encoded as a single character.

Another objection may be that this may not be a plain text character, but an advanced typographic feature, comparable to a swash. Considering that the character has a very clear semantic value and removing it from the plain text representation results in unreadable and meaningless words such as حقيق, as well as noticing that the sample texts otherwise contain no typographic or aesthetic feature with semantic value, we reject that analysis.

We have only observed the proposed character in its final form. We don’t know if it ever occurs in isolated form. In this way, it’s similar to U+08AC ARABIC LETTER ROHINGYA YEH (see L2/10-288R). If a design for the not-yet-observed isolated form is desired, it could look like the final form with no right-side connection.

Samples of usage

Figure 1. The proposed character occurring after sad, following a reference to the prophet Muhammad to represent the honorific صلى الله عليه و أله or صلى الله عليه و آله و وسلم or صلى الله عليه و آله و سلم or صلى الله عليه وسلم. From Majlesi 1825, page 71.
Figure 2. The proposed character occurring after sad, following a reference to the prophet Muhammad, to represent the honorific صلى الله عليه or its variations. From Majlesi 1825, page 71.

Figure 3. The proposed character occurring after sad, following a reference to the prophet Muhammad, to represent the honorific صلى الله عليه or its variations. From Majlesi 1825, page 56.

Figure 4. The proposed character occurring after ain, following a reference to Ali, to represent the honorific مﻼﺴﻟا ﻪ/ﻠﻋ. From Majlesi 1825, page 71.

Figure 5. The proposed character occurring after ain, following the name of Fatimah, to represent the honorific عليها السلام. From Majlesi 1825, page 72. Note the gap between ain and the tail, showing that this was most probably a different piece of type.
Figure 6. The proposed character occurring after *ain*, following the name of Husayn ibn Ali, to represent the honorific مﻼﺴﻟا ﻪ/ﻠﻋ. From Majlesi 1825, page 53.

Figure 7. The proposed character occurring at the end of a word-like phrase, *hah-qaf-teh-ain*, as an abbreviation for the phrase حق تعال which is a name of God. From Majlesi 1825, page 72.

Figure 8. The proposed character occurring at the end of a word-like phrase, *hah-qaf-teh-ain*, as an abbreviation for the phrase حق تعال. From Majlesi 1825, page 56.

Figure 9. The proposed character occurring at the end of a word-like phrase, *hah-qaf-teh-ain*, as an abbreviation for the phrase حق تعال. From Majlesi 1843, last page. Reproduced in Babazadeh 1999, page 215.

Figure 10. The proposed character occurring after *ain*, following a reference to Ali, to represent the honorific مﻼﺴﻟا ﻪ/ﻠﻋ. From Va’ez Heravi 1845, page 37. Reproduced in Babazadeh 1999, page 242.
Figure 11. The proposed character occurring after *ain*, following the name of Husayn ibn Ali, to represent the honorific *عليه السلام*. From Va’ez Heravi 1845, page 168. Reproduced in Babazadeh 1999, page 243.

Figure 12. The proposed character occurring twice after *sad*, following references to the prophet Muhammad, to represent the honorific *صلى الله عليه* or its variations. From Naraghi 1832, last page. Reproduced in Babazadeh 1999, page 231. This may be a ligated form, since the *sads* appear to have lost their teeth.
Figure 13. The proposed character occurring eight times on a single page, after sad and ain, as well as the word-like phrase, hah-qaf-teh-ain. From Majlesi 1845, last page. Reproduced in Babazadeh 1999, page 246.
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